
The Rt Hon Boris Johnson MP
Prime Minister
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London
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House of Commons,
London,

SW1A0AA

 
 

25 March 2020
 
Dear Prime Minister,

As Yorkshire MPs, we have been inundated with concerned call centre staff, working
for organisations such as Capita, Lloyds, Plusnet and Direct Line who have been
asked to continue coming into work even after the Government’s coronavirus
lockdown. We believe this to be in breach of the spirit of the national lockdown and a
serious risk to public health during this crisis.

One CEO responded to us to say that they are “increasing our capacity to support
remote working every day. From now on, the only people who will be working from a
[central] office are Key Workers as defined by the Government, or who are within an
Exceptional Category of people providing other essential services – and (in both
cases) for whom it remains not possible to work from home.”

Having made enquiries with West Yorkshire Police, they inform us that as the
Government have used the catch all term of ‘telecommunications’ within their key
worker guidance, they cannot take action against those organisations or insist that
their workers work remotely.

We the undersigned, request that the Government clearly define who are and who
are not key workers. We do not believe that those in the telecommunications
industry, other than those who deal with emergency response, should be defined as
key workers.

We also ask the Government to raise serious questions with industry leaders about
why they could not run operations and call centres remotely and why they had no
systems in place to do so in the event of a national emergency. These organisations
are some of the wealthiest in the United Kingdom. We have seen much smaller firms,
creatively redesigning their systems to allow for home working.



We are also concerned that where staff are key workers, social distancing measures
do not appear to have been put in place in some workplaces to protect staff. There
needs to be clear guidance on this.

Finally, we request that the Government ensure that the police are given all the
guidance they need to enforce the measures outlined by you on the 23rd March
2020.

Organisations should not be free to define staff as ‘key workers.’ Those definitions
must be set out in full by the Government.
 
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Hilary Benn MP
Olivia Blake MP
Paul Blomfield MP
Tracy Brabin MP
Richard Burgon MP
Gill Furniss MP
Fabian Hamilton MP
Emma Hardy MP
Diana Johnson MP
Holly Lynch MP
Rachael Maskell MP
Ed Miliband MP
Stephanie Peacock MP
Rachel Reeves MP
Naz Shah MP
Alex Sobel MP
Karl Turner MP
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